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Abstract. In this paper we described an approach for automatic, template-based 
citation metadata extraction from scientific literature, as well as their 
visualization. The extraction approach assumes PDF format of file and IEEE 
reference writing standard. It is based on formally defined templates in form of 
regular expressions which are utilized to implement finite state machine for 
metadata extraction. After relations between references are extracted and stored 
in adequate data structures, their visualization using graphs and treemaps is 
performed. Graphs and treemaps proved to be very efficient and compact 
techniques for visualization of citation information, particularly effective to 
emphasize the most cited papers and authors in specific field of science. 
Finally, we demonstrated satisfied test results and discussed future plans for 
improvement of the approach. 
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1 Introduction 

Information exchange between academic world developed quickly with appearance of 
scientific paper search engines on the Web. Most popular between them are CiteSeer 
[1], Cora [2] and nowadays GoogleSchoolar [3]. They enable search and analysis of 
scientific literature and calculation of citation indexes. Beside traditional citation 
indexes, which contain very small amount of useful data (e.g. title, author, institution, 
etc.) assigned for evaluation of scientific subjects, scientific paper search engines 
enable analysis of relationship between scientific papers, authors, research groups and 
institutions. For example, Cite Seer downloads PDF or PostScript files from the Web, 
converts them into text, and then parses files to extract the citation information. 

In describing information extraction within previously mentioned services we will 
use the term metadata to refer to the structured information obtained from scientific 
papers that includes title, authors and the list of references – each including title, 
authors, year of publication and publishing source (journal, conference, etc). 
Numerous standards which define the structure of scientific paper (IEEE, ACM, 
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Springer, Elsevier, etc) are available. In the present work we limited our investigation 
on metadata extraction to IEEE standard. 

Literature analysis in metadata extraction from scientific papers show that 
generally there are two approaches. One is based on templates (rules) and the other 
applies machine learning techniques. 

First approach searches for previously defined patterns in the scintific paper and 
then processes extracted information. This technique is known as “template mining” 
and it is already aplied for reference extraction [4, 5, 6]. Patterns consists of rules 
which are related to sequence of assignment of reference elements, identifying 
common punctuation signs and also identificators of specified parts of reference (e.g. 
“Proc.” stands for publication collection, etc.). However, often these patterns are not 
able to cover wide diversity of reference formats. Also, there is a problem in case of 
input errors, where every significant deviation from citation standard (e.g. missing 
quotes at the beginning or end of paper title) leads to disaibility of correct reference 
extraction. 

Second approach applies machine learning techniques in order to find relations 
between elements contained in a reference. It uses training set of previously marked 
references to “learn rules” of reference assignment, which are then applied to input 
documents. Frequently used method for this purpose is Markov model (HMM) 
applied in [7, 8]. Support Vector Machines [9] as well as Neural Networks [10] also 
have shown good results in this field. Published results of most methods based on 
machine learning techniques have shown very good accuracy of over 90%.  

The approach proposed in this paper is based on formally defined patterns. Rules 
for reference writing are defined as regular expressions and later extracted using finite 
state machine. Finite state machine implemented for reference extraction currently 
supports only IEEE standard, but there is a flexible mechanism for extension to other 
mostly used reference standards. In order to present extracted metadata more clearly 
and to emphasize the most cited documents and authors, graph and treemap 
visualization is applied. In the rest of the paper is a detailed description of each step of 
our approach, following by test results and planed activites for its improvement. 

2 Metadata Extraction Approach 

The proposed approach performs template-based metadata extraction from a 
document in PDF format. It consists of several major steps presented in Fig 1. The 
most challenging part of the approach is reference string parsing which is 
implemented using finite state machine concept. As an output of the algorithm, graph 
and treemap representations are generated. Bellow is a detailed explanation of each 
step. 
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2.1 PDF Document Parsing 

First phase in the process of automatic data extraction from paper document is 
transformation of input document into format which is more suitable for analysis. 
Scientific papers can be saved in different formats: PDF, PostScript, HTML, Word, 
etc. Considering PDF is the most frequent file format in which publicly available 
scientific papers can be found, represented approach assumes this as input format. It 
should be mentioned that all input formats are not equally complex for metadata 
extraction. Particulary, HTML and Word documents contain extra information about 
style (font size, bold letters, etc.) which significantly makes easier recognition of 
specific segments of scientific paper. For example font size which is used for title 
writing is always larger then font size of the rest of the paper, which, with additional 
information, can be applied for title recognition. In contrast to HTML and Word 
documents parsing, most of PDF parsers returns only text without any additional 
informations about styles, which makes process of reference extraction even harder. 

 

 
Fig. 1. The approach for metadata extraction 

Although there is a number of APIs for PDF documents creation, only few of them 
enables PDF parsing. In our investigation, PDFNet [11] library is used for parsing of 
PDF documents. Its features include ability to extract additional text style information 
(font name, font size, etc). 
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2.2 Title and Authors Recognition 

Usually, font size characteristic is used to determine what the title is. It occurs at the 
beginning of a paper in a larger font. Our approach starts searching paper from the 
begining until decreasing of font size is found. Extracted title words are saved in 
string which represent publication title. Possible problems occure in cases when the 
title has same font size as the rest of the paper, which is extremly rare in practise. 

Once the title has been located, the authors come next. Beginning of the author 
names section is detected by the font size decreasing after the title. IEEE standard 
assumes that author names are defined in following order: first name at the begining, 
then middle name initial followed by fullstop, and surname at the end. Author names 
(if there are more than one) are terminated using commas, where the last author is 
preceded by word “and”. Extraction of author full names, that will be saved in authors 
list, is based on previous rules. 

2.3 Locating the List of References 

The most of the existing algorithms for reference extraction use the same technique 
for locating a list of references: Find a line of text that contains the heading 
“References”. Using the same principle, our approach searches the text starting from 
the end of paper and stops when it finds a line with a single word “References”. This 
is very time effective technique. 

2.4 Parsing the Reference Strings 

Parsing of the reference strings includes extraction of reference parts which are 
characterised by standard structure, fixed position inside reference and basic literal 
identificators. This is the most complex step in metadata extraction which offers wide 
range of abilities for implementation. As we mentioned in introduction, at this 
moment IEEE is used as reference standard for “template mining”. For the reference 
extraction, finite state machine is implemented, whose details are given bellow.  

In order to define transition graph of finite state machine, it is necessary to 
determine proper rules for reference writing. As is well known, IEEE standard 
contains ordinal number at the begining of reference following with the list of 
authors, paper title, and finally publication information about the magazine or 
conference. Beginning of the reference is recognized by ordinal number in square 
brackets, which must be positioned in front of every reference. Two very important 
rules are that author names must be separated by commas and the last author before 
paper title is also separated by comma from paper title. Paper title begins with quotes, 
continues the text of the title and ends with comma and closed quotes. 

The approach starts with extractions of lexems from previosly located list of 
references. Lexems represent arrays of characters between two “blank” signs. For 
each extracted lexem, its token is determined, where token represents type of lexem 
and its useful information. E.g., lexem which represents ordinal number is „[11]“, 
token for that lexeme is OrdinalNumber and useful information is 11. These tokens 
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represent input alphabet for finite state machine (Table 1.). Pseudocode of reference 
parsing algorithm is given in Fig 2. Procedure TokenInitialization() creates list of 
tokens based on string which is forwarded from extracted reference list in the PDF 
document. Transitions into the next state is defined by transition graph. Procedure 
StateChange() sets new current state, while PerformOutputOperations() pops 
necessary informations from stack and concatenates it to extracted reference list. 

FSMReferenceExtraction() 
{ 
 currentState = "Start"; 
 references[] = null; 
  listTokens[] = TokenInitialization(); 
 
  foreach (token in listTokens[]) 
  { 
   StateChange(currentState, token); 
    PushOnStack(token); 
   PerformOutputOperations(currentState, token, 
    references[]); 
 } 
 
 return references[]; 
} 

Fig. 2. Pseudocode of reference parsing algorithm 

Token recognition in procedure TokenInitialization() is implemented by matching 
with previously defined regular expressions. Regular expressions which are used in 
the approach are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1. Regular expressions used for reference string parsing (IEEE format) 

Token Regular expression Example 

Ordinal numeral of 
reference 

\[[1-9]\d{0,2}\] [27] 

Author name [A-Z]\. D. 

Author middle 
name 

([A-Z]\.) 
|von|van|der|de|la 

C. 

Author surname [A-Z]\w+ Chang 

Beginning of 
title 

“[A-Z]\w* “Image 

Title end (1) \w+,” transformation,” 

Title end (2) \w+”, transformation”, 

Publication [A-Z]\w* Trans. 
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(word) 

Year (19|20)\d{2} 1998 

 
However, represented regular expressions can not be strictly implemented because of 
common mistakes made by authors. Those errors could be a reason for incorrect 
recognition. Therefore, for practical implementation it is necessary to introduce 
additional rules to regular expressions, which are not formally correct, but very 
common in practice. One of those errors, which we would like to draw attention, is 
incorrect use of comma at the end of paper title in the reference section. Actually, 
very often there are errors in writing of allegation marks and commas at the end of 
reference (Example 1.), and a correction is also presented (Example 2.): 

1. “..... for Internet Presentation”, Journal of Web... 
2. “..... for Internet Presentation,” Journal of Web... 

3 Metadata Visualization 

As a prerequest for metadata visualization, appropriate format of extracted 
information has to be prepared. After metadata are extracted and saved in XML 
format, citation index is calculated inside test set. For each paper, a set of referenced 
papers is determined and stored as hash table. Hash table is then used to establish 
relations between papers. 

For visualization of extracted metadata, we applied two techniques – graphs and 
treemaps. Graphs are standard approach for visualization of citation data. Using 
powerful graph layout algorithms we are capable to show large number of nodes 
(papers) and edges (references). Treemaps, are another approach that becomes very 
popular for information visualization. However, they are still not applied to the 
problem of scientific metadata visualization. In our research, we adapted treemaps for 
this specific purpose. These two approaches are shown as highly effective for 
concrete application, enabling easy visual identification of most cited authors and 
papers in specific field of science.  

3.1 Graph Layout Algorithms for Scientific Metadata Visualization 

Most common graph layout algorithms are those that use an analogy from force 
physics [17]. In general, these algorithms define an objective function which maps 
each graph layout into the energy of the layout. This function is defined in such a way 
that low energies correspond to layouts in which adjacent nodes are near some pre-
specified distance from each other, and in which non-adjacent nodes are well-spaced. 
A layout for a graph is then calculated by finding a local minimum of the energy.  

Among force-directed algorithms, one of the most popular is Fruchterman and 
Reingold algorithm [18], which is characterized with high speed and robustness. In 
each iteration it computes attractive forces between adjacent vertices and repulsive 
forces between all pairs of vertices. Since there is no scalar penalty for edge 
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crossings, the result is a vector, which points out not just how much out of place the 
vertex is (vector size) but also into which way it should move. The size of actual 
move is confined to current temperature, which is linearly decreased in each  iteration. 

Sample result of the graph visualization is presented in Fig 3. Each paper is 
rendered as one vertex. Referenced papers are connected with directed edge. Radius 
of the vertex corresponds to the citation index inside test set. In order to emphasize 
them, the most cited papers are colored in green. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Example of metadata visualization using graphs 

3.2 Treemaps Application to Scientific Metadata Visualization 

Treemaps were first designed by Shneiderman and Johnson during the 1990s in 
response to the common problem of a filled hard disk. Basic idea was to produce a 
compact visualization of directory tree structures. Later, treemaps were applied to the 
visualization of: hierarchical information [12, 13], search-tree [14], newsgroups [15], 
enterprise networks [16], etc. 

Treemaps display data as groups of rectangles that can be arranged, sized and 
colored to graphically reveal underlying data patterns. This visualization technique 
allows efficient and compact display, which is particularly effective to show the size 
of the final elements in the structure. Besides the size of each rectangle, it is possible 
to represent other information by selecting the color used to fill the rectangle. 

General concept of treemap representation could be explained on example of 
hierarchical data structures – trees. The whole tree could be represented as a 
rectangle. Each sub-tree is represented as a sub-rectangle of its parent rectangle. At 
the first level of the hierarchy, the whole rectangle is split vertically. Then, sub-
rectangles are split horizontally. Sub-sub-rectangles are split vertically, and so on. 
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Each splitting is done so that the area covered by a rectangle is proportional to the 
number of nodes it contains. 

Treemap which visualize extracted metadata from our test set of papers is shown in 
Fig 4. Most cited papers cover the largest areas on treemap and the most intense red 
color is assigned to them. Number at the top of each rectangle shows how many times 
papers inside that rectangle are cited. If there are more papers which are cited equal 
number of times, they will be shown in one rectangle, hierarchically as its “children”. 
By clicking on a specific paper (e.g. rectangle) information about the paper is shown 
(authors, title, publication and year) as well as number and source of citations. Also, 
information about referenced papers and authors for specific paper can be obtained. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Example of extracted metadata visualization using treemaps. 

4 Results

In order to test the approach, desktop application was developed using Microsoft 
.NET technologies. For treemap rendering we adapted Data Visualization 
Components developed by the Microsoft Research Community Technologies Group. 
Graph visualization is implemented using open source NetMap control. Currently, 
user interface enables input of path to the folder which contains scientific papers 
saved as PDF files. We assume that one scientific paper is saved in one PDF file (see 
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5). 

Tests were performed on a set of papers published in IEEE Transactions as well as 
few conferences where official paper format was also IEEE. Total number of 
scientific papers was 22, with 645 references in total. As a measure of success we 
used ratio between number of correctly extracted references and total number of 
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references (Table 2). 
 

Table 2. Test results 

Number of scientific papers 22 

Total number of references 645 

Number of successfully extracted 
references 

597 

Percent of successfully extracted 
references 

92,6 % 

 

5 Conclusion

Presented approach successfuly performs automatic metadata extraction from 
scientific papers, with limitation that references are in IEEE format. Extracted 
metadata are then analyzed, relations between them are established and visualized 
using graph and treemaps. Planned activities include improvement of reference 
extraction step by intorducing machine learning techiques which should provide 
robust method able to extract references without previous knowledge about applied 
format. Additionaly, it should enable automatic correction of common errors that 
could appear during input of reference data. 
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